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Abstract

A dyadic methodological and statistical approach to social power is used to test the notion that an individual's power and a partner's power have distinct effects on the individual's emotional experience. Two studies examined actor and partner effects of social power on emotion within dyadic interactions. Across interpersonal contexts and measures of social power, the individual's own social power, theorized to activate behavioral approach, was associated with positive emotion (an actor effect). In contrast, being subject to a partner's elevated social power, theorized to activate behavioral inhibition, was associated with increased negative emotion (a partner effect). The discussion focuses on how dyadic methodological and statistical approaches point to new lines of inquiry in the study of social power.
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Introduction

Social power reflects the influence an individual exerts over his or her partner's outcomes through the allocation of resources and punishments (Dépret & Fiske, 1999; French & Raven, 1959; Keltner, Gruenfeld, & Anderson, 2003; Lewin, 1951). Social power has been measured through self-reports, interaction partners' judgments, and experimental inductions, almost exclusively by focusing on the individual's own power (for a review, see Brauer & Bourhis, 2006). However, social power is inherently interpersonal; it is experienced by individuals in relation to interaction partners who also experience social power (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959). Although previous studies have examined the relationship between an individual's power and emotional response, no study to date has examined how both the individual's social power and the social power of others shapes emotion. In the present research, we examine how a partner's social power relates to an individual's emotions, testing hypotheses that within dyads the individual’s power and the partner’s power may operate in different ways.

Dyadic approaches to social power

Recent research has begun to examine social power within dynamic social interactions, moving beyond the level of the individual (Cook, 2001; Copeland, 1994; Guinote, Judd, & Brauer, 2002; Overbeck & Park, 2001; Tiedens, 2001; Vescio, Snyder, & Butz, 2003). A dyadic approach starts from the assumption that a partner's social power is not merely the inverse of one's own social power (Lawler & Bacharach, 1979). Individuals within relationships might both wield significant influence over one another, as in many romantic bonds (Acitelli, Kenny, & Weiner, 2001). Or, two individuals might have little
influence over one another, as when individuals do not depend on each other for resources. More typical, we suspect, are relationships that lie in between these two poles, where one individual has some degree of power over the other, but not in the absolute sense. Studies of social power, therefore, should examine the separate actor and partner effects of power, a line of inquiry made possible by advances in dyadic statistical approaches (Kenny, Kashy, & Cook, 2007).

With respect to the study of social power and emotion, an actor effect refers to the effect of the individual’s power on the individual’s emotion independent of the partner’s power. A partner effect refers to the effect of the partner’s power on the individual’s emotion independent of the individual’s power. This distinction generates the central question of the present two studies: Are there separate actor and partner effects of social power upon emotional experience?

Past research on social power has focused primarily on actor effects of power. Experimental and role-based studies have operationalized high power as an individual’s ability to influence a partner who in turn has limited ability to influence the high power individual (Berdahl & Martorana, 2006; Chen, Lee-Chai, & Bargh, 2001; Hecht & LaFrance, 1998). Complementarily, low power has been operationalized as the lack of ability to influence a partner who has a great deal of influence. Although individuals’ perceptions of power within these role assignments and experimental contexts no doubt varied across a continuum, past work has tended to treat power in zero-sum fashion—high power individuals have the power, and low power individuals have none—and very little research has examined partner power. A few studies have included low power conditions that primed the concept of a partner’s influence over the individual (Galinsky, Gruenfeld, & Magee, 2003, Studies 2 and 3; Guinote, 2007). However, no study to date has examined the independent effects of actor and partner power within a dyadic relationship.

Approach/inhibition theory of social power

According to approach/inhibition theory (Keltner et al., 2003), people with social power live in reward-rich environments, which activate approach tendencies. The approach system responds to rewards in the environment, readying the organism to approach and capitalize on these rewards (Carver & White, 1994; Gray, 1987). Power has been shown to relate to approach-related cognition (Guinote, 2007) and behavior (Chen et al., 2001; Galinsky et al., 2003). As positive affect co-varies with approach activation (Ashby, Isen, & Turken, 1999; Davidson, 1992), it was predicted to be associated with elevated social power (Keltner et al., 2003). Experimental studies have found that induced power is associated with behavioral activation (Galinsky et al., 2003) and positive emotion (Berdahl & Martorana, 2006); other studies, it is important to note, have yielded mixed or null relationships between elevated power and positive emotion (Anderson & Berdahl, 2002; Galinsky et al., 2003; Smith & Trope, 2006). No study to date has separated the actor and partner effects of social power on positive emotion, which may yield more precise and robust relations between power and positive emotion than those previously observed.

Within approach/inhibition theory, reduced social power is associated with increased threats and constraints, which activate the tendency to inhibit. Behavioral inhibition, a system independent of behavioral approach (Carver & White, 1994), manifests in a variety of behaviors oriented toward others in the environment who pose threats and the possibility of punishment, including patterns of social cognition (attention to those in power, sensitivity to threats) and social behavior (the inhibition of impulses according to beliefs about others’ expectations). Negative affect co-varies with behavioral inhibition (Carver & White, 1994), and was therefore hypothesized to be associated with reduced social power (Keltner et al., 2003).

Select studies support this hypothesis. Côté and Moskowitz (2002) found that low status individuals experienced more unpleasant mood compared to control and high status individuals. Hecht and LaFrance (1998) found that individuals with low power experienced more sadness and less happiness compared to those with equal or high power. However, it is unclear whether these effects are due to the actor’s low power or the interaction partner’s high power. The central aim of the present investigation was to address these ambiguities by identifying the distinct actor and partner effects of social power upon positive and negative emotion.

Distinguishing actor and partner effects of social power on emotion

How might actor and partner effects of power influence positive and negative emotion within dyads? Although approach/inhibition theory did not systematically address this question, its framework suggests that answers will be found in considering how actor and partner contributions to power dynamics relate to rewards, thereby influencing positive emotion, and threats, thereby driving negative emotion.

We reason that high actor power places the individual in a reward-rich environment, thereby activating approach tendencies and positive emotion. Having influence over one’s partner within a relationship is likely to be rewarding, enabling the pursuit of goals and increasing the likelihood of social rewards directed at high power individuals (e.g., praise—see Keltner, Young, Heerey, Oemig, & Monarch, 1998). Low partner power (a partner’s lack of influence on the individual) may not necessarily be rewarding, and so we argue that it is the actor’s power, rather than a partner’s lack of power, that is related to positive emotion. Consistent with this reasoning, past research conducted at the individual level indicates that the experience of
power over others (actor power), and not the lack of a partner’s influence (low partner power), is associated with behavioral activation (Galinsky et al., 2003), which suggests that actor power should be associated with positive emotion. Given this reasoning, we predicted an actor effect of power on positive emotion independent of partner power.

In contrast, a partner’s elevated social power is a likely source of threat and constraint, through the potential for evaluation, delivery of punishments, and withholding of rewards. By implication, the partner’s elevated power should be associated with the individual’s increased inhibition and negative emotion. Not having power over a partner (low actor power), on the other hand, does not necessarily translate to constraint and inhibition, because that partner may also have low power. Similarly, an actor with high social power could feel constrained by a powerful partner despite also having control over that partner. We therefore predict that being the subject of a partner’s elevated social power (and associated threats and constraints) will be associated with behavioral inhibition, as indexed in increased negative emotion.

In the present two studies, we test the predictions that the individual’s social power will be associated with elevated positive emotion (an actor effect), and that being subject to a partner’s elevated social power will be associated with increased negative emotion (a partner effect). These predictions treat positive and negative emotions as orthogonal systems (e.g., Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988, but see Cacioppo & Berntson, 1994). We test these predictions across two different types of dyadic relationships: Romantic partners with varying levels of influence over one another (Study 1) and strangers assigned to high and low power roles within a laboratory experiment (Study 2). In the current work, we examine both self-perceptions of power and other-perceptions of power (Anderson & Galinsky, 2006; Emerson, 1964).

**Study 1: Social power and emotion in romantic relationships**

In the context of romantic partners’ interactions, we examined two sources of social power: The partner’s perception of the individual’s power (to assess actor effects) and the individual’s perception of their partner’s power (to assess partner effects). Other individuals’ perceptions of an individual’s power act as important determinants and constraints upon that person’s power (Butler & Geis, 1990; Emerson, 1964). A powerful individual derives his or her power to a significant extent from others’ ascriptions of power to that individual, and the ability to act in a fashion that justifies an elevated position of power. We predicted that the individual’s power would positively correlate with the individual’s experience of positive emotion (an actor effect), whereas the partner’s power would positively correlate with the individual’s experience of negative emotion (a partner effect).

**Methods**

**Participants**

Sixty heterosexual couples at a Midwestern university were recruited by advertisements and paid to participate in a larger study of couple interaction style. Participants were an average of 20 years old (SD = 1.9) and were European American. Average length of dating was 21.9 months (SD = 13.9), with a range of 6 months to 5 and a half years. One dyad was dropped from analyses due to missing data.

**Procedures**

Romantic partners arrived at the session together and were seated across from one another at a table in view of two video cameras. At the beginning of the session, participants filled out a questionnaire including baseline emotional experience reports and ratings of their partner’s influence within the relationship. The couples were instructed to complete six directed discussions. Discussion topics included: The events of the day, a couple narrative (“how we met”), a conflict in the relationship (a conflict that had been listed by both members of the couple on an earlier questionnaire), an issue of concern (for each partner), a good event (for each partner), and a teasing interaction. For the teasing interaction, participants were each given a set of initials (e.g., “A.D.”) and instructed to create a nickname and a story for their partner based on that set of initials (for a detailed description of the teasing exercise, see Keltner et al., 1998). All participants were given 90 s to create the tease, and 60 s to deliver the tease.

**Measures**

**Power measure.** Power was measured by each partner’s estimate of her or his partner’s influence on herself or himself using items from the Strength subscale of the Relationship Closeness Inventory (Berscheid, Snyder, & Omoto, 1989). The influence scale included items such as, “my partner influences important things in my life”, and “my partner influences how I spend my free time.” Each item was rated from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”) where higher scores reflect more influence. The 27 influence items were aggregated (α = .85). Because each partner rated the other, this measure creates two perspectives with which power can be examined in the relationship: The participant’s perception of his or her partner’s influence (a partner effect of power) and the partner’s estimate of the participant’s influence in the relationship (an actor effect of power). Actor and partner effects of power were represented in path models as the paths from the individual’s power to the individual’s emotion and the paths from the partner’s power to the individual’s emotion, respectively. Male participants rated their partners as more influential (m = 4.11, SD = .72) than did female participants (m = 3.75, SD = .79, t = −2.65, r = .24, p < .05).

**Emotion composites.** After each discussion, participants rated the amount of emotion they experienced during the
discussion on a scale from 0 (“no emotion”) to 8 (“extreme emotion”). Discrete emotion items relevant to interactions between romantic partners (e.g., arousal, tension) were generated by the second author. Categorization of items as positive or negative was determined with principal components analysis with varimax rotation (see Table 1 for items and factor loadings). The size of the first two eigenvalues and the scree plot (Cattell, 1966) suggested two factors and explained 64% of the variance. Positive and negative emotion composites were created by averaging ratings across baseline and all discussions. Across the 10 measurement timepoints, positive and negative emotion composites demonstrated high internal reliability (α = .85, m = 3.60, SD = 1.30; α = .94, m = 1.18, SD = 0.78, respectively). Additionally, within each discussion the positive and negative emotion composites were reliable (average α = .89; average α = .77, respectively). The positive and negative emotion composites were moderately positively correlated (r = .26, p < .05).

Interdependence of dyadic data. The correlation between partners’ power scores within dyads was assessed (r = .24, p = .07) and met the suggested nonindependence significance test of p < .20; we therefore tested our hypotheses with a multiplicative term, the parameter from the interaction of actor and partner power to emotion was not significant.

Results

Positive emotion

A path analysis was designed in which both partners’ other-rated power scores predicted their own positive emotion and the partner’s positive emotion (Fig. 1). The positive emotion model fit the data well (χ²(2) = .401, p = .82, Tucker–Lewis Index (TLI) = 1.254, root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) = .000). The overall within-partner path was significant, indicating that, the more power an individual had, as reported by their romantic partners, the more positive emotion the individual experienced (an actor effect). In an additional model with a multiplicative term, the parameter from the interaction of actor and partner power to emotion was not significant.

Negative emotion

Next, a path analysis was designed in which both partners’ other-rated power scores predicted both their own negative emotion and the partner’s negative emotion (Fig. 1). The negative emotion model fit the data well (χ²(2) = 1.23, p = .54, TLI = 1.135, RMSEA = .000). The cross-partner path was significant, indicating that the more power the partner had, as estimated by the participant, the more negative emotion the individual reported (a partner effect). In an additional model with a multiplicative term, the parameter from the interaction of actor and partner power to emotion was not significant.

Discussion

Examining social power within a romantic relationship yielded initial evidence of differential relationships between actor and partner sources of power on emotion. As predicted, the actor’s social power, as estimated by the partner, related to increased positive emotional experience, whereas the partner’s social power, as estimated by the participant or actor, related to the individual’s increased negative emotional experience. Those individuals whose partners reported them as wielding more influence experienced more positive emotion across six different conversations. Individuals who reported being more influenced by

Path analyses were conducted with AMOS 4 (Arbuckle, 1994). Maximum likelihood estimation was used to generate parameters, and the models were fit to covariance matrices. Dyads were treated as distinguishable on the basis of gender and paths for male and female partners were constrained to be equal. We did not hypothesize that the relationship between power and emotion would differ across gender and so we constrained the model to hold this relationship equal for women and men. Estimating path models based on the model introduced by Gonzalez and Griffin (1999) wherein dyads are treated as distinguishable on the basis of gender produced the same pattern of results.
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Fig. 1. Path-analytic model: Actor and partner effects of power on positive and negative emotional experience. Note. Bolded paths and starred weights are significant at the \(^p < .05\) level.

their partner experienced more negative emotion across six different conversations.
Because partners rated only one another’s influence (and not their own), it is unclear whether the perceptual source of actor and partner power differentially influences emotion. Actor effects of power might be due to the experience of power (self-report) or being seen as powerful by a partner (other-report). Partner effects of power might be due to perceiving a partner as powerful (other-report) or having a partner who views him or herself as powerful (self-report). In Study 2, we compare self-report and other-report measures for both actor and partner power.

**Study 2: Actor and partner effects of self- and other-reported power**

In the second study, we tested our power-emotion hypotheses amongst dyads in which participants were experimentally assigned to have high or low power. We expand upon Study 1 by not only examining actor and partner sources of power, but by also examining self- and partner-reports of both of these sources of power. Within dyadic interactions, actor and partner effects of power can be measured with self- and other-report, yielding four possible measurements of power: Actor effects measured with self-reports (the individual’s reports of her or his own power) and other-reports (the partner’s report of the individual’s power), and partner effects measured with self-reports (the partner’s reports of his or her own power) and other-reports (the individual’s reports of the partner’s power). Finally, as influence and control can be distinguished (Fiske & Berdahl, 2007), we extend Study 1 by operationalizing power in terms of experimentally manipulated expertise and evaluative power (French & Raven, 1959; Goodwin, Gubin, Fiske, & Yzerbyt, 2000). We examine whether the actor effect of power on positive emotion and the partner effect of power on negative emotion replicate across both low and high power role assignments.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Participants were 82 undergraduate students (41 women) enrolled in an introductory psychology course. Students’ ages ranged from 18 to 25 years of age and 92% were European American. Participants’ data were reanalyzed from a previous study of manipulated power and flirtation. The original study had 118 participants and we reanalyze the data from participants assigned to high and low power roles (Gonzaga, Keltner, & Ward, submitted for publication).

**Procedures**

Participants were randomly assigned to a high or low power role in a dyad with a member of the opposite sex. The high power participant had the role of interviewer (gaining procedural information and personal information about the partner) and the ability to judge the partner at the end of the interaction. The high power partner arrived at the laboratory 15 min before the other participant, by design, and received the instructions for the study in order to guide the low power partner through the study. When the low power partner arrived and was seated across from the high power partner, the experimenter informed the participants that the study was concerned with language and pronunciation, and that due to a scheduling error the later arriving (low power) partner had arrived late and to save time the early (high power) partner had been given instructions and would guide the experiment.
Participants were given nine questions from the book “Questions for the Game of Life” and the high power partner was instructed to ask the low power partner each of the questions over a 10-min period (e.g., “If you could have a dinner party with one person from history, who would you choose, and why?”), “If you could have been a lover of any person in history, who would you choose and why?”). Finally, participants completed the same teasing task used in Study 1. Participants were told that their teases would be evaluated, but as a “technical requirement” of the study, only the high power partner would evaluate the low power partner’s tease. At the end of the teasing exercise, participants reported their emotions.

**Measures**

**Social power.** Participants rated both their own social power (“power you had during the interaction”, “control you had during the interaction”; \(a = .90\)) and their partner’s social power (“power your partner had during the interaction”, “control your partner had during the interaction”; \(a = .86\)) on a scale from 1 (“none”) to 7 (“an extreme amount”).

**Emotions.** Discrete emotion items relevant to a stranger interaction (e.g., interest, self-consciousness) were generated by the second author. Participants reported their experience of emotions after teasing their partners on a scale from 1 (“none”) to 7 (“an extreme amount”). Categorization of items as positive or negative was determined with principal components analysis with varimax rotation (see Table 2 for items and factor loadings). The eigenvalues and scree plot (Cattell, 1966) suggested a two factor solution (explaining 46% of the variance). Both the positive emotion composite and negative emotion composite were reliable (\(x = .88, m = 3.27, SD = 1.13; x = .88, m = 2.70, SD = 1.02\), respectively). The positive and negative emotion composites were not significantly correlated (\(r = -.15, p > .10\)).

**Interdependence of dyadic data.** Dyads were treated as distinguishable on the basis of power role assignment. Self-ratings of power within dyads were positively correlated (\(r = .34, p < .05\)), so hypotheses were tested at the dyadic level using the analytical approach outlined in Study 1. Paths for low and high role power individuals were allowed to vary in order to detect differences by assigned role.

**Results**

The power manipulation had a significant effect on both self-rated power and on ratings of partner power. Participants assigned to a low power role rated themselves lower in power (\(m = 3.66, SD = 1.19\)) than did participants assigned to a high power role (\(m = 5.09, SD = 1.45, F(1,80) = 23.65, p < .05, d = 1.08\)). Further, participants assigned to a low power role were rated by their partners as less powerful (\(m = 3.02, SD = 1.34\)) than were participants assigned to a high power role (\(m = 4.37, SD = 1.08, F(1,80) = 25.01, p < .05, d = 1.41\)). Dyad members that were assigned a low power role were rated below the midpoint on power (\(m = 3.34, SD = .90, t = -4.680, p < .05\)) and dyad members that were assigned a high power role were rated above the midpoint on power (\(m = 4.73, SD = .92, t = 5.03, p < .05\)).

**Positive emotion**

A path analysis was designed in which both partners’ self-rated and other-rated power predicted their own positive emotion and their partner’s positive emotion (Fig. 2). The model fit the data well (\(\chi^2(2) = 1.73, p = .42, TLI = 1.23, RMSEA = .000\)). The paths from self-rated power to positive emotion were the only significant parameters, indicating that as in Study 1, individuals who had more power experienced more positive emotion (an actor effect). Only the individual’s perception of his or her own
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Note. The items “shy”, “awkward”, and “outgoing” were also measured in the questionnaire but were not included in the factor analyses with emotion words because they are behavioral traits (Cheek & Melchior, 1990; John, 1990). The item “comfortable” loaded negatively as a negative emotion and not as a positive emotion in a preliminary factor analysis, and so only “discomfort” was retained in the negative emotion composite to reduce redundancy. Items having cross-loadings higher than .32 were not included in the composites (Costello & Osborne, 2005; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).
power (self-report) predicted the experience of positive emotion and this effect held across power role assignments. In an additional model with two multiplicative terms (one for self-rated power and one for other-rated power) held equal to one another, none of the parameters from the interaction terms to emotion was significant.

**Negative emotion**

Next, a path analysis was designed in which both partners’ self-rated and other-rated power predicted their own negative emotion and their partner’s negative emotion (Fig. 3). The model fit the data well ($\chi^2(2) = 1.73, p = .42$, TLI = 1.27, RMSEA = .000). As in Study 1, the individual’s negative emotion was predicted by the partner’s social power (a partner effect), however this was only the case for individuals with a partner assigned to a high power role. In an additional model with two multiplicative terms (one for self-rated power and one for other-rated power) held equal to one another, none of the parameters from the interaction terms to emotion was significant. Both the partner’s self-reported power and the individual’s perception of the partner’s power (other-report) affected the individual’s experience of negative emotion.

**Discussion**

Replicating the findings from Study 1, actor power was associated with increased positive emotion, whereas partner power was associated with increased negative emotion. Extending Study 1, the current study documented these actor and partner effects with both self-reports and other-reports. Only self-reported actor power was related to positive emotion, but both self-rated and other-rated partner power were associated with negative emotion. An examination of the differences between high and low power roles indicated that while the perception of a partner’s power was associated with negative emotion for those in a low power role, there was no relationship between a partner’s power and negative emotion for those in a high power role.

**General discussion**

Across two studies of social power within dyads, we documented consistent relations between actor power and positive emotion and partner power and negative emotion. These findings highlight the importance of studying both actor and partner power within social interactions. When both self-reports and other-reports were examined, self-reports of an individual’s power were the important predictor of positive emotion. This suggests that it is the experience of power, and accompanying rewards and freedoms that influence positive emotion. However, this finding will need to be replicated as self-ratings were not measured in Study 1 and other-ratings may operate just as strongly as self-ratings in such interdependent relations (versus among strangers). Negative emotion was associated with both the individual’s perceptions of the high power partner’s power and the partner’s experience of power. It appears that a partner’s power represents threat and constraint, and this may be especially true when the partner occupies a formal high power role.

The findings generalized across two types of dyads (romantic partners and strangers) that differed in length of relationship and degree of intimacy. However, future work might explore whether these findings generalize to other types of relationships and instantiations of social power. It will also be important to study actor and partner effects of power within same-sex interactions, given that women and men experience social roles differently (Glick & Fiske, 1999), and respond differently to low power (Vescio, Gervais, Snyder, & Hoover, 2005). In the current studies, male and female reports of power were similar and the effects of the power manipulation did not differ by gender, however we lacked sufficient sample size to rigorously test gender differences. Future studies of same-sex interactions and experimental assignments to power roles that match...
The context of longitudinal design should examine bidirectional differences and experimental manipulations of power in social status (Tiedens, 2001). Future studies of individual found that emotional experience and display can affect preceding emotional experience. However, it has also been experimental work should consider this issue. 

The current studies did not uncover interaction effects, suggesting that actor and partner effects of power are not qualified by the degree of asymmetry in power relations, future experimental work might compare actor and partner effects. However, future experimental work should consider this issue.

The present research examined models of social power preceding emotional experience. However, it has also been found that emotional experience and display can affect social status (Tiedens, 2001). Future studies of individual differences and experimental manipulations of power in the context of longitudinal design should examine bidirectional relationships between power and emotion. These studies could also inform our understanding of changes in power distribution within relationships. The current work demonstrated a non-zero-sum, positive relationship between partners’ power. Other studies have examined social power in an experimental setting in which social power by definition is zero-sum (Anderson & Berdahl, 2002). Specifying when power relations between actor and partner are non-zero sum, negatively correlated, or positively correlated is essential to understanding the many kinds of power relations.

In sum, the current work highlights the importance of studying power within dyadic interactions, and the benefits of using dyadic statistical techniques for isolating actor effects and partner effects of social power. These findings speak to the importance of moving beyond the study of power within the individual (linking self-reports of power to the individual’s behavior), and the importance of examining both actor effects (i.e., the individual’s power) and partner effects (e.g., the romantic partner’s power). These findings raise numerous questions. Do the documented effects of high social power, such as increased reliance upon stereotypes or more disposition-consistent behavior, find their origins in the individual’s own sense of power (Chen et al., 2001; Vescio et al., 2005)? Similarly, do the effects of low social power, such as increased accuracy in social judgment or increased health problems, have their origins in others’ power (Adler, 2003; Fiske, 1993)? Future research on social power within dyads can benefit from the theoretical and methodological distinction between actor and partner power.
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